
2024 
RENOVATIUM of LIFE 

the art of SOUL abundance 
Silvester CELEBRATION 

Dec 27th. –  Sep 1st. 
 

This 2024 will be the year in which you will 
need to connect and get to know to your inner 
voice and to higher self.  
This year will be centered in your mission of 
life in which soul mates, twin flames, career, 
work, relationships had to be evaluated. 
The balance of what are you are doing , 
planning and concrete manifestations had to 
be taken on place! 
 
The heart and the expression had to be 
liberated since there will be a need to had 
conscious conversations with your beloved 
ones. Therefore, anahata (hearth chakra had 
to be opened) and Vishuda had to be in really 
good connection !! 
 



This year is the one to be found your soul mate 
and on top of that the dreams becomes 
manifestations. 
 
At financial level as well as love will be a 
divine flow to align our actions with our 
financial goals and to cultivate a mindset of 
abundance and gratitude. 
 
There is the must at finding equilibrium in all 
aspects of our lives – our relationships, work, 
and personal well-being. This number 
encourages us to take a holistic approach to 
life, nurturing our physical, mental, and 
spiritual health. 
 

In these 6 days we want to propose you to 
prepare, to reset, to heal, to manifest & to 
transform before 2024.  
 
We will have massages, tantra kriya yoga, 
breathwork, dance and meditation  
 
 



TO RELAX  

In order to heal and understand the body, our 
life and our spirit we need to ground and 
enlightened the being. We will develop 
different experiences to take care of the 
bodies; from a wonderful sauna, brush the 
skin, long and relaxed massages to relax the 
muscle system, to moisturize the body, do 
rituals in order to unblock the bodies from the 
physical, emotional, energy and spiritual wise.  

 

EMBODIED NURTURE  

To support the connection to ourselves and 
how we are seeing and appreciating our own 
existence; there are amazing tools within 
shamanism & tantra. To develop an open 
concretion in our life, is to connect with 
Vishuda with the heart.  That is the integral 
way to grow and let go, with the advantage to 
generate a huge self-knowledge of what we 
need and what we want. The Structure of how 



we see our future can be constructed by our 
goals on different levels of our life. One of the 
sacred elements to develop self-love is the act 
of forgiveness.  

EMOTIONS & GRATITUDE  

The emotional body is capable to generate the 
action of life. Our thoughts are one of the most 
powerful energy that can interrelate to the 
feeling, the embodiment and the 
transformation of the being and the act to felt 
in love with us and the other ones.  

Self appreciation is a constricted act that 
opens the hearth but also our polarities to 
create love. 
How do you enjoy life is one the things that are 
rooted in our childhood and in our first 3 
chakras, we will revisited the process of JOY to 
see how we enjoy LOVE. 
What are the things that you appreciate of 
your life ? This question and the ritual to be 
developed during this celebration will give us 
the frame of Self Love and Love as it self !  



MEDITATION & ABUNDANCE 

The way we think and the link between our 
thoughts and our actions are linked to the 
history of us and the connection of the 
understanding how do they work within the 
bodies and our subtle system. 
Breathing, energy and consciousness are 
sacred in shamanism and tantra, we will 
embody different rituals to acknowledge how 
we love our own life and how we are loving 
and desiring.  

We will understand the power of affirmations, 
mantralizations and the emotional behavior. 
The Self Love is one base principle that looks 
the soul but we do not understand this since 
we are looking for outside validation and 
recognition. Affirmations and meditation in 
this are wil break us free to RESTORE balance.  

Acceptation is one of the rituals that 
provoques the self understanding and self 
appreciation guiding us to self love  



SOUL JOURNEY 

This year will be about the higher self, the soul 
and the purpose our life. In esoterical terms 
this year means that we need not only to 
recognize how works consiousnes but how we 
can separate our normal existence from our 
purpose of life and how the concept of soul is 
there. 

 
THE RITES & CEREMONIES  

The Journey of the HERO & Tabaco Ceremony 

The wheel of medicine for ancestors allows to receive an amazing gift and we will try to do a ritual 
based on the interrelationship of  it and how is the journey of us in this life. 

We will used tarot cards and tabaco to understand our own journey from being a common person to 
understand the ones that had decided to go . 

The DIVINE  a water ceremony. 

In this year there is a most to understand why we ae considered to be divine in this plane. A Tibetan 
rite to recognize that your body connects directly to the source and you are a Divine Presence. 

EAGLE EYE an INITIATION RITE   

Intuition is one of the gifts that had to be accelerated to understand why our soul plays a very 
important role in our own ways. This will be an activation of the Pineal and the third eye in a set of a 
North American Ceremony 

HEART  LOVE TRINITY ACTIVATION  

To take away the armor of the heart and the emotions will  allow you to acknowledge in different 
levels any kind of blockages thet do not allow you to love and to be love. 

SELF-LOVE TAROT RITUAL a systemic method to understand abundance 



� How can I connect with my Higher Self 
� Aspects that they do not allow me to generate material abundance 
� The Love process of abundance 
 

DEER YAQUI SHAMANIC RITE the art of living on abundance 

The deer is the main animal in the Yaqui culture that projects the journey of our own 
life. This is a very unique shamanic breathwork that will take you to a unique 
experience!! 

KAKAWA Ancestral Ceremony activating the 3 KUNDALINIS for abundance 

 “ Connecting with Kukulkan to bring the unity on myself to this encarnation “  

KUNDALINI – PINEAL ACTIVATION for SELF LOVE  

Cacao was consumed by the Olmec, the Zapotec, the Mayans, and the Aztec. It plays a central part in 
the Mayan Creation Story (the Popul Vuh).  

There are over 300 compounds in cacao, these compounds affect your mood and could contribute to 
the spiritual effects that many experience when participating in a cacao ceremony.  

Anandamide  

This is often called the ‘bliss molecule’ and is an endocannabinoid. Anandamide is a substance that 
your body produces that binds to our cannabinoid receptors. Yes, cannabinoid – pure cacao stimulates 
your endocannabinoid receptors, much like THC (found in marijuana) does.  

Phenylethylamine  

This compound is similar to amphetamine and is naturally present in our brains. If taken in higher 
doses, it releases dopamine into the pleasure centres of your brain. This creates feelings of 
exhilaration, lowered fatigue, and a general sense of well-being.  

Caffeine  

Caffeine wakes you up and increases your alertness. While too much caffeine could be harmful, cacao 
has moderate amounts of this substance – especially compared to coffee and tea. A 1-oz piece of 
bittersweet chocolate has between 5-10mg caffeine  

Tryptophan  

An essential amino acid that increases the production of serotonin. Serotonin is a natural stress-
reducer and anti-depressant.  

Endorphins 
This is a natural opiate that lifts your mood and reduces pain. Polyphenols  

Polyphenols and other antioxidants inhibit oxidation. This is a process of damage to your body and is 
linked to aging and (potentially) to the formation of some cancers.  



The focus of this ancient ceremony is to create a deeper understanding and relationship with the plant 
spirit , Kukulcan ( the Universal Kundalini on existence ) and your own KUNDA . Kukulkan 
represent the sexual energy or life force in connection with awareness and consciousness. The shiva-
shakti relationships in our lives. The masculine and feminine. Kakawa ceremony will awake the 
KUNDA the original life force on you to take it to the PINEAL GLAND  

YOU WILL NEED to be DRESS on WHITE and red clothes for your head !!!!  

Rose Rape Ceremony to actívating your SOUL MATE 
 
This Rape is a unique formula with a Rose that comes a life once a year an is cultivating 
in Brasil. This RAPE opens the connection of your heart to love ! 
 
 
Red & Silver Thread Ceremony :: the Tibetan path to understand your soul :: 
 
Leela is the thread that is within us that connects  all our acts and connections and when 
you become in awareness of your action , interconnections and actions that red thread 
starts to change to silver. 


